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BRANDON ROAD LEADING TO STOCKSFIELD ROAD
Until the 1930s Wood Street, Walthamstow was adjacent to the fields and farms of south west Essex.
“Brandon Road leading to Stocksfield Road" looks at continuity and change in the Wood Street area,
and focuses on the Stocksfield Road estate where 204 families now live.
The estate was built by the local authority in the late 1960s, across the eastern ends of Brandon, Linford
and Cuthbert Roads. The name "Stocksfield” derives from the old "Stocks Field", identifiable on old
maps of the area, and remembered by at least one of the local people whose memories were recorded.
A feature of the area is the large number of people who have spent their lives within this small locality,
moving perhaps from privately rented terraced houses or rooms into council maisonettes, but still using
the same shops, pubs, schools and entertainments in Wood Street.
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BRANDON ROAD (ET AL) BEFORE THE BULLDOZER
In the later part of the nineteenth century London expanded on all sides. Pressure on the open space in
north east London led to the Epping Forest Act of 1878, which placed 6000 acres of "East London's
lung" under the protection of the City of London. However the Wood Street area was not under this
protection, and speculative developers built houses for the growing numbers of skilled working class
people who, for 100 years, were to form a large part of Walthamstow's population. Brandon Road and
Linford Road were built in 1879, followed by Cuthbert Road in 1882, both names associated with the
builder, a Mr Jolly; Waverley Road followed in 1901/2.
Ownership of the 174 houses later to be redeveloped was divided between many landlords, and most
houses were divided between two families - one living upstairs, the other down - sharing access to the
back garden or yard. By the 1950s the houses were lacking many of the amenities expected in the midtwentieth century, and were acquired piecemeal by Walthamstow Borough Council as they became
vacant, or as Orders under public health legislation were placed on them as "Unfit for human
habitation."
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Mrs Jarvis remembers where she lived in 41 Cuthbert Road:
We didn't have a proper scullery ... we had a curtain up, but that's all it was for washing. A cement
copper in the wall -that was a must, and a zinc bath for washing. Then we got an electric copper, and
that was quite nice, you had a tap and you didn't have to keep lugging buckets of water from the copper
...we had a little sink, a brown one, earthenware, and an outside loo of course. We had a nice little
garden, not very big but it was quite nice, we used to look after it. I used to have chrysanthemums.
Ken Staples lived in Brandon Road as a child (he was born in 1937). He describes the house where he
lived:
Outside there was a window sill which was roughly a foot wide and "He always used to sit there ... more
often than not we used to get in through the window. But as you went in through the door up the
passage on your right you had a door which led into the front room - it wasn't called the lounge or the
living room then - and directly next door was a small bedroom. Then you had the stairs which led
upstairs to virtually the same thing. You had a kitchen and a scullery upstairs. And downstairs you had a
kitchen and scullery with an outside toilet.
Mr Leaper used to live in Linford Road, in an upstairs flat. The people who lived downstairs also had one
room upstairs, used as a bedroom:
I had the front bedroom, facing the street, and my mother had the other bedroom, and the Welsh's had
the other bedroom. And you had the landing when you came up, and you had a downstairs area. We
had a scullery downstairs. You used to take it in turns to do your washing ... there was no bathroom, you
had to have a washdown in the old tin bath, like you see on the silent films.
Edna Cooper was lucky - she had a bathroom put in:
When I was pregnant the council gave me a bathroom. They converted a room at the top of the stairs.
There weren't many bathrooms up the road at all and my mate would come over on a Friday night, and
the girl over the road, and they'd all share my bathroom because I was the only one with a bathroom.
Relatives were often found in the same house, one group living in the upstairs flat, and another
downstairs. As a child Ken Staples' family lived upstairs while his great aunt lived downstairs. The house
had probably been lived in first by his grandmother from about 1912 and he returned to the same house
after he had been married about 18 months. He took over the fiat when his sister left, she in turn having
taken over from their great aunt.
Edna Cooper recalls:
We got a flat over the road ... My sister-in-law moved out so we put two chairs in and went to see the
landlord, said "we'd put two chairs in, so he said alright”.
The houses in the area were owned by a variety of people. Edna Cooper's recollections of her landlord
were that he was
Quite good considered - he'd give you as much wallpaper as you wanted, you only had to say you wanted
to do the front room up. I do believe that we never stripped any off ...if we did the walls would fall down.
Mrs Jarvis' landlord (Young and Son) also provided lots of wallpaper before the house was compulsorily
purchased by the council in about 1959. She recalls the rent being collected weekly.
Ken Staples paid the rent to Beken and Stokes, a local estate agent, on a Monday. He did not know how
much was paid, but could remember
55

It was put in an envelope and sealed down with the book. I wasn't really concerned in those days. I was
happy to get the ha'penny change or whatever it would be ... that's why I used to volunteer to do it!
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REDEVELOPMENT
Redevelopment was planned by Walthamstow Borough Council, under the overall control of Essex
County Council which was the planning authority for the area before creation of the London Borough
of Waltham Forest in 1965. A number of Comprehensive Development Areas were planned to improve
the worst parts of Walthamstow, and CDA No 2 covered the Marlowe Road area to the west of Wood
Street, as well as Stocksfield Road to the west.
Houses were acquired piecemeal, and in 1963 the Acting Housing Manager reported to the Housing
Management Committee on the condition of various houses in Brandon Road and Linford Road which
had been acquired. The committee decided that:
a gradual reduction be made in the number of tenants of these houses, particularly where there was a
dual occupation and where there was a house occupied by one family in an especially poor condition [it
was resolved that] the family be transferred to other accommodation when available and the house not
re-let.
Some of the local residents remember hearing about the plan to develop the area, others do not. Bill
Anstey remembers hearing the news about three of four years before it actually happened:
All the tenants were informed ...obviously they can't just do these things, councils, they'd got to inform
people that they were to be rehoused. I think the majority of people looked forward to being rehoused as
they still lacked the amenity of the bathroom in 1968.
Ken Staples recalls three years of negotiations, with houses being knocked down as they were bought.
At one stage there were only two houses left in Brandon Road and one other, while flats were being
built round them. There are still three houses left in Cuthbert Road.
Lucy Hawkes' flat had not long been redecorated when one evening in November there was a knock at
the door:
These gentlemen came and said "These houses are going to be pulled down... You're being moved out by
the first of January" I said "I don't want to move out." He said "Well I'm afraid. Miss Hawkes you'll have
to move out, we're going to pull them down and build a big Council estate.
Edna Cooper recalled the moves going on for about a year. One day on the way to visit her aunt she
saw her house being demolished:
I came up the road to visit my aunt because she hadn't gone. I came up the road to see the ball go right
through my house. After we moved I just couldn't settle at all... it wasn't just a house to us ... it was
home.
It was the best thing that could have happened really because I couldn't imagine anyone else in my
house.
She recalls being visited by a lady doing a survey for accommodation. She was offered alternative housing
in Higham Hill and in Chingford, but she refused both as they were too far away. Eventually Edna
Cooper moved to Vallentin Road, just the other side of Wood Street from the new estate.
Bill Anstey told us about his neighbours being involved in the rebuilding, working for the Council. He
thought it took about two and a half years to build the flats. As chairman of the Stocksfield Road
Tenants' Association he has tried to find plans from the Town Hall, but they have been unsuccessful so
far.
Where Ken Staples lived is now part of the car park:
I don't think about it much. But now and again if I'm walking with my friend when he's got his dog in an
evening, we sometimes walked across there and it suddenly comes through my mind that I'm walking
across where I used to live.
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Reflecting on what it is like now:
I may be biased but I think this is one of the best, if not the best, estate in Waltham Forest. The simple
fact is we've been told by councillors and plenty of other people that it's because of the way we run it, we
have a Tenants Association.
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COMMUNITY LINKS
The Wood St area is still regarded as a close-knit community, with its main street of small shops, pubs,
school and library. There is an active Tenants Association on the estate, described by Mrs Cooper:
It's gradually built up over the years. When we did start it was basically to benefit the people on the
estate with problems such as repairs, but over the years we've started to have a day out for the children
- it mostly revolved round bringing the children in and then the next move was for the elderly people -to
the present time when we have festivals on the site once a year.
Mrs Hooker, still resident on the estate, told us about the working of the Tenants Association:
Once a month there's a public meeting over at the old Railway Mission, that's over the back here. Then
we have committee meetings on an average every three weeks and that's held in someone's flat.
This sense of community is certainly helped by the existence of a resident caretaker on the estate,
unusually this job has been done for the last seven years by a woman, Mrs Bearman. She told us about
her job:
A lot of it is just talking to people, really because people do like to have someone they can relate to. They
miss the rent collector the most because he used to go round and knock on their doors and they could
tell him all their problems.
Despite this, Mrs Bearman describes an estate where people knock on each other's doors to make sure
they're alright. And where a "Neighbourhood Watch scheme was considered, but the local policeman
laughed the place down because he said we didn't need it; you know, we don't need little stickers in our
windows.
The main problem in Mrs Bearman's eyes, is that the adult children of tenants have no priority in
obtaining tenancies on the estate, and often have to move to other parts of the Borough.
It keeps the new blood going but it loses the feeling of a community, everybody's watched their kids
grow up, then all of a sudden ... you have to lose them which is a shame.
Many of these themes of continuity, family relationships and mutual helpfulness are remembered from
the past by the older residents of the area. Mr Leaper recalls
The people in the old road, they had nothing, but they'd share it with you; more or less every house had
a whole family, or the same family upstairs; and they used to always have their Grans and their
Granddads ... none of that splitting up in them days, they were always in the same building.
Mrs Cooper has a similar view and recalls the particular importance of help at critical times such as
birth, illness or death:
We used to have the lady in the road who delivered the babies my sister in law, it was snowing and the
roads were very bad and I was going to look after her once she'd had the baby but it was too quick so it
was "go and get Mrs Pallet".
It was also important to know you could rely on your neighbours in times of poverty. Lucy Hawkes has
clear memories of neighbours providing food in emergencies, and of her own aunt going to the "Duke's
Head" pub to line up with a basin to get free soup. Mrs Hawkes herself went round the houses,
knocking to see if children needed boots.
The local "missions" are also remembered for their contribution to the community. The Brandon
Mission Hall provided services, Sunday school, clubs and outings. Lucy Hawkes recalls:
Another mission held in Maynard Day School on Sunday evening, run by Mr Stranks - wonderful man all children from Wood Street went there. He would help to provide money to those without.
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SHOPPING IN THE AREA
Today, as in former times, most shopping was carried out along the main local thoroughfare in Wood
Street, where there were both shops and stalls. Mrs Jaggs recalled her grandfather having two stalls in
Wood Street, as well as having a creosote and wood round. Lucy Hawkes recalls her father having a
vegetable stall in the same road, and other stallholders:
Well, my father had this coal round after he gave the shop up. Then he decided to have a stall in Wood
Street. Almost from Wood Street School to the station, there used to be a whole row of stalls. A
gentleman up Waverley Road he had a stall... he used to sell bacon and eggs. My father had vegetables
and people used to come along and buy them, and somewhere or other you get to know people. They
were such really happy days.
Though the stalls are no longer there, shopping for people living on the new Stocksfield Road estate is
still conveniently close in Wood Street. These shops, recalls Les Hooker, are " so easy to reach,“ very
much in the way that the old corner shops were. Some of the older shops in Wood Street still remain, if
not quite in their original state.
Nevertheless shopping styles have changed, as Ken Staples recalls:
In the old days we used to have the small shops... Wood Street had the equivalent of about 5 grocery
shops, but now we've got the supermarket - we've got two supermarkets in Wood Street and a mini
supermarket actually down the end of Wood Street nearly opposite the Housing Office. Obviously you
don't get the friendliness of the old days, but life's changed and we all know life's at a quicker pace these
days.
However in earlier days shopkeepers maintained a stern discipline, especially over their younger
customers, as Lucy Hawkes remembers:
There was a shop in Wood Street, a lady named Mrs Fowles by Wood Street station and she had a bell
that rang, because she wanted to know who was coming in, because she thought some of the children
might take sweets if they were poor.
And Mrs Hawkes adds:
Everybody knew each other, if I went into a shop, near Wood Street station called Mr Kettle, the grocery
shop there was a chair for you to sit down on and if your mother was getting the groceries, Mr Kettle
would give the child a biscuit and say, "You're very good sitting there all this time, you know we'll give you
a biscuit".
Though most of the shopping needs of the locality were catered for in Wood Street, there was one
corner shop at 72 Waverley Road which still remains in business today. Ken Staples recalls:
It's called the Waverley ... that is one of the old ones that has been handed down for generations, and
they still treat us as they did in the old days, the son runs it and I think he's the only one alive who runs it
that's in the family now, but he ran it as I can remember with his mother and father and he runs it
virtually on the same lines as they did. It's still a welcoming shop. Maybe it's because he knows me, he
knew my family - perhaps that's why.
The Purkis family did and still continues to play a part in the provision of shops in the locality, as Mr
Staples explained:
Purkis’ still quite big in Wood Street, oh yes, there is one fish shop, he's a son. He also has a shop in Hoe
Street. I believe he's the only Purkis in Wood Street now. Purkis used to be a big name in Wood Street at
one time; they used to have stalls, plus shops. I would say they had about four or five shops, plus three
stalls in my younger days.
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One shop which was important for some of the residents of the area is no longer used for its original
purpose - the pawnbrokers. Lucy Hawkes recalls the occasion when she herself used it unbeknown to
her mother.
At the bottom of Cuthbert Road, where I lived, there was a shop called MacCarthy's. My uncle was in the
navy and travelled round the world and for my 12th birthday he brought me this beautiful little blue
wristwatch. A friend of mine said to me, " Let's make ourselves a look a bit older and we'll go to a social
on Sunday." And I said to her, " I'm sorry, but I can't, I can't ask my mother for more money."
At the time, we never went to the pawnshop, I thought if I went to this pawnshop I could get some
money on my blue watch. So I went into Mr MacCarthy's and he gave me half a crown for this watch
and we went to this social and dance. I must have been 12 or 14 and they used to give you a little white
ticket and if it was in there over a month you lost it. So I never told my mother or father, but I got this
half a crown and somehow or other I couldn't afford to get it out and my mother went down Cuthbert
Road and Mr MacCarthy came out and said, .'Mrs Hawkes, I've got Lucy's wristwatch, the month's up.
Do you want to get it out for her, otherwise she'll lose it?"
Happily for Lucy Hawkes her mother did retrieve her watch!
This shop was until recently an antique/bric-a-brac shop but no longer has the three brass balls on the
side of the shop, nor the mud scraper on which people cleaned their shoes before entering the pledge
room at the side entrance on the corner of Cuthbert Road and Wood Street.
To some observers Wood Street is still a busy shopping centre, meeting the needs not only of people
living nearby and especially those on the Stocksfield Road estate, but is indeed still used by former
residents, even though they may have moved further away.
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LEISURE AND PLAY
Older traditions of leisure and play have had an important role in local life throughout most of the
twentieth century. These traditions changed dramatically with the construction of the new estate, and
with impact over the past forty years of new technologies and changes in patterns of family life. Prior to
re-development entertainment tended to happen locally. People were conscious of the area's
geographical boundaries and this reinforced their sense of being a community. This was particularly true
for children and the streets were an important arena for play as Lily Newitt explains:
If it was a nice sunny day, we used to go "anybody got a clothes line?” and the kids used to skip in the
middle of the road.
Friendships and alliances were also influenced by the streets. Gangs from one street would fight gangs
from another, as Ken Staples said:
"just sort of to assert our priority, who was the best road. Children from Linford Road would play football
with ones from Cuthbert Road.
Cricket was organised in much the same way, as Mr Leaper recalls:
This side of the "Rising Sun" you've got the pond. There you've got the big open space. Now that was
called Canada Plain. And we used to have our football matches and our cricket matches [there]. You
used to have a bat perhaps, and a couple of sticks to make a wicket, and we always used to be
challenging the other three roads.
Epping Forest was visited on special occasions, and unlike the local streets which they knew so well it
was full of adventure. The school used to organise a trip to Epping Forest, Mr Leaper explains:
for poor children to go on holiday. Now they go for miles, don't they? But Epping Forest was like
wonderland to us then you see.. After I had my fortnight there, 'cos none of the other lads had been to
Epping, I volunteered to take them there. We went all the way through the forest, and came out at the
"Wake's Arms". Coming home of course I overstepped the mark and it began to get dark, and we got to
Chingford, and we saw a bit of a storm, you know lightning, and I think that scared us more than
anything. And when we got home - we got home around twelve - we had the police looking for us. It was
a terrible do, that was!
The Brandon Mission organised trips even further afield, to the Essex coast at Southend-on-Sea, Canvey,
or Walton-on-Naze. For some this was the main reason for attending Sunday school!
Leisure activities often involved both adults and children, although in very different ways. The local pubs
were for adults, but youngsters found great entertainment in watching the drunks on a Saturday night.
Mr Leaper recalls that.
Saturday night was our big night for going down to see the fights when they came out of the "Flower
Pot", and the "Duke's Head" and "The Swan". And there was always fights, not only with the men, but
with the husbands and wives. [The women) they'd stand up and have a fight too, like a couple of men.
It was not only in fights that the usual social boundaries between men and women might be crossed.
Both adults and children participated in local traditions in which the social roles usually adopted by men
and women were played with. Lucy Hawkes remembers watching out of the front window:
... these men who used to dance, all dressed up as women. Although they were dressed as women, they
used to shout and sing and make everybody laugh. All these wigs on you know, and all their faces made
up. Everybody, if they was at home, everybody would run upstairs and look out the bedroom window, and
children used to sit out on the gutter, make rows, you know, and listen to these men singing and dancing.
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They were local people that lived not far away. They used to have a collection used to come round with a
hat, and we used to give money to them:
I remember my father one day, he said to me, when I was young, that if women wore trousers they were
sent to prison for dressing up as men... and I said to my father one day, "Why is it that women mustn't
dress up as men, they get told off, but these men can dress as women?" And he explained it. "It was just
for entertainment,” he said.
On VE day [May 8 1945) street parties were held, and they also took place at Christmas. On Guy
Fawkes night Ken Staples and his friends used to light fires in the middle of the street, right in the middle
of the street. It used to melt the tar, but you didn't get complaints. The police didn't used to stop it or
anything like that.
Another annual event was the Wood Street Walk, which began in the 1930s as a competition for
unemployed people, and which subsequently became a fund-raiser for charity. Edna Cooper used to help
with stalls and selling tickets:
Everybody came and it used to be choc-a-bloc. Even after we'd all moved out it was a reunion.
Of all the local celebrations the Walk was historically most closely identified with this locality. After
redevelopment many of these celebrations lapsed. The Wood Street Walk continued, although it has
undoubtedly declined in importance. One of its main functions now is, as Edna Cooper suggests to reunite the old residents.
In the new estate play areas and social events have had to be formally planned. Institutions like the
Tenant's Association have played an important part in such matters. In 1977 it organised a new event,
the Stocksfield Road festival, and it also arranges other social functions. As Roy Dodds explains
On a Tuesday afternoon every week there is an elderly persons meeting where they get tea and they can
meet on a very friendly basis in the little hut that's there.
However the Association tends to cater for, and is composed of, the older residents:
I do find that the younger people with families and youngsters don't really attend like they should do, in
my estimation, to give the backing to the elderly members of the committee. And quite honestly, you
could say that there isn't anybody under the age of 35 there.
Other external changes have also had an effect. Improved transport and communications have led to
new horizons and there has been a growth in home-based entertainments. Roy Dodds told us that
Most people stay at home and watch the television in this area; there really isn't anywhere else for them
to go.
Before the war, he points out, there was no such thing as television, but now:
Through the progress of technology I possess a television set which is remote control, and I can sit in my
armchair, and I can do anything I like with it, even turning it off and on. I have a tape deck which is
stereophonic, so the sound is very balanced and very beautiful, which I like because I like good music.
And we have a radio in the kitchen, and I have a personal radio which I carry around because I'm an
ardent follower of the cricket, and I don't like losing anything of it.
And my wife, she has her own personal television set, so we don't get any arguments when she wants a
particular programme on ... actually my wife and I, we talk and say, if only mum and dad could see this
now, and what we've got. They just wouldn't believe it!
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WALTHAM FOREST ORAL HISTORY WORKSHOP
TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE VHM OH 154 -"BRANDON ROAD LEADING TO
STOCKSFlELD ROAD
This tape is part of a project "Brandon Road leading to Stocksfield Road" completed by the Waltham
Forest Oral History Workshop in March 1987.
Narrator
Brandon Road, Cuthbert Road and Linford Road were part of an established community in the Wood Street area
of Walthamstow dating from the late nineteenth century. The area was demolished and rebuilt in the 1960s and
we have looked at the effects on the neighbourhood. What was life like in Mrs Jaggs' childhood?
Mrs Jaggs
We lived in the house with Aunt La and her daughter Connie and also years ago we had Grandma staying there
as well, downstairs with Aunt Lal and that was Granny Stables until she died.
Interviewer
Was it Stables or Staples?
Mrs Jaggs
Staples.
Interviewer
Staples.
Mrs Jaggs
Yes. Years ago she used to wear the little black bonnet and the old fashioned little dress, apron and that but she
was ill for some years. She was well looked after by my aunt, and you know, my Mum, but Aunt Lal ... we
practically all lived in together, although we had our upstairs and downstairs flat.
Mr Jaggs
You did in them days, didn't you?
Interviewer
A lot of people, this is what we found, a lot of people lived in those houses, very small houses.
Mr Jaggs
Yes, they were.
Mrs Jaggs
Yes, we had what we called the scullery, the kitchen, the back room, the front room. Well, Mum and I used to
sleep in the front room, my Dad and my brother used to sleep in the back room, so that's how we used to work
it out.
Interviewer
So upstairs, you'd have...
14
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Mrs Jaggs
That was upstairs, and Aunt Lal downstairs she used to have the scullery again, kitchen, back room, front room.
The back room, Granny Staples used to sleep in there and my cousin, my Aunt Alice's daughter and Aunt Lal and
Uncle Charlie used to sleep in the front.
Interviewer
I can't work out how many people that is, but that's about 7 or 8 people.
Mrs Jaggs
Oh that was nothing to what some of them lived up there, a lot of them didn't there Fred, yes lots of them lived
up there.
Mr Jaggs
I wasn't too badly off.
Mrs Jaggs
There was only three of you in one bed, wasn't there? There was Sonny, Bobby and you wasn't there -Uncle Son,
Uncle Bob and Freddie.
Mr Jaggs
These houses had their drawbacks as regards vermin and everything...
fades
Mrs Jaggs
When I was about four years old we used to keep chickens, in the back garden and one day I'm sitting on the
toilet and Mum said to me "Never lock the door, because if you get locked in you're going to panic." Anyway I
left the door open, didn't I, and Dad had a cockerel about that big and I'm sitting there and he pushes the door
open and pecks me straight in the face. Course I had screaming hab-dabs didn't I and Dad come rushing
downstairs ... cockerel was dead, wasn't it, and we had chicken for dinner next day.
And you always had to go out through their kitchen to get out in the back garden, that was the terrible part of it,
wasn't it Fred, we used to have to go through their kitchen to get through to the back garden.
Interviewer
So the houses, they were like flats really ...
Mrs Jaggs
No they were really, deep down, they were houses but you automatically made them into two flats, you know
what I mean. But it's better still if, I mean, you were family, and then they didn't take so much notice, but if it
were any stranger or anything, it would be a bit awkward, but us being family in Cuthbert Road it was alright.
Interviewer
But it was still difficult?
Mrs Jaggs
Then Mum died ...
15
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Mrs Jaggs
Oh yes, a small front garden, you went in the porch way, there was, as you went up to the passage, there was
the front room there then as you went up a bit further at the bottom of the stairs here was the back room, then
you'd go down the side passage and you come to the kitchen, go through and you were in the scullery.
Interviewer
And there was a little sink and ...
Mrs Jaggs
Then as you go up the stairs you walked straight into the kitchen, then there was the scullery, then there was the
back room and then the front room.
Interviewer
So there were only two ... everyone used the same toilet?
Mrs Jaggs
Had to go outside, so if there was ten living in the house ...
Mr Jaggs
Trouble was electric stoves wasn't invented then when you used to go out to the toilet ...
Mrs Jaggs
No, not to keep warm. Nine times out of ten they all kept chickens up there ...
Mr Jaggs
Especially in cold weather, always freezing up anyway. Interviewer So I suppose the potty was ... fades
Narrator
But by the early 1968 plans had been made to demolish the houses which lacked modern amenities and were
falling into disrepair. Ken Staples remembers.
Ken Staples
Well, the council were coming round taking a survey, if you like, of all the flats and all the houses in that
particular area. We did get letters saying that the property was being needed for redevelopment and also that
the council were negotiating with the landlord at that time to buy the property and that we would be having a
visit from the local housing officer of that time to talk about rehousing facilities.
It seemed a long time coming for us, if I can remember it took all of three years negotiation we were really fed
up towards the very end. My wife used to go down to the council quite often to see what was going. As I say, we
had to put up with everybody's rubble and dirt because it does attract vermin, as we all know, and although we
lived as clean as we could in them days it wasn't very nice to, when you're having your meal, to see a mouse
running about.
Interviewer
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So people were letting things slide?
Ken Staples
It was very uncomfortable, living, you know, everyone's had a nice flat built, it was all satisfied because their
property had been sold and your property was still being haggled over, if you like.
It took some time but it was worth it in the long run it was a few uncomfortable years, if you like, because you'd
missed that happy feeling. You'd come home and there was only two or three houses standing about, dotted
around the turning that once housed about 48 to 50 houses.
Interviewer
Was number 11 at the Wood Street end or the railway end?
Ken Staples
Yes, number 11 was, I would say, was the seventh house up on Brandon Road. So it was virtually near Wood
Street, near Wood Street exactly.
Interviewer
Did they knock down the ones at the railway end first and build one block, or what?
Ken Staples
They did start at that end, then they sort of went three or four houses in between, knocked them down, as they
bought them you see off the various landlords as I've aforementioned. A lot of the houses were owned by
different people and different landlords and companies if you like.
It's a strange business but really I can't ...even 1970 I can't remember that much about it because everything
was happening all at once.
Interviewer
How long did the building of the new flats take?
Ken Staples
The building of these particular flats I would say took roughly, at a rough estimate, two to two and a half years to
complete. I watched these flats go up, obviously because they were working virtually outside my door and a lot of
the people who worked on that site were old neighbours.
Interviewer
I was going to ask about that. That's interesting isn't it?
Ken Staples
Were old neighbours, some of the men you know you watched them come home from war and were friends of
my brother's even and they were old neighbours working on this site. One or two of them are still alive these days
and yes it was quite interesting to see them go up and we used to come round every evening. We used to be
allowed to walk inside the area and have a look at the shells of the houses because we knew that eventually we
would get one.
Ken Staples
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[We've] established a woman did design these houses or these flats if you like, but I'm glad that I didn't move
too far from Brandon Road because you've still got the old memory there and you can still ... actually, where I
lived is a car park now.
Interviewer
It's sad isn't it, that a houses should become a car park'?
Ken Staples
That's right. It's a car park now. I don't think about it, but now and again if I'm walking with my friend when he's
got his dog of an evening ...we sometimes walk across there and it suddenly comes through my mind that I'm
walking across where I used to live.
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Postscript – December 2002
This short history of the Stocksfield Road area and its redevelopment was put together in the late
1980’s and submitted to London Weekend Television in a community programme competition. It won a
prize.
The Oral History Workshop is now (2003) publishing this entry on the internet to make it available to a
wider audience.
Regrettably many of the interviewees have passed on, and we hope this publication is a small memory of
those who contributed to the local community.
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